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ascade reaction consisting of two
reaction pathways. Studies in bulk solution for
understanding the performance of a flow-through
device with immobilised enzymes†

Nicolas Ghéczy, ‡a Kai Sasaki, ‡§a Makoto Yoshimoto, ab Sajad Pour-
Esmaeil, {a Martin Kröger, c Pasquale Stano d and Peter Walde *a

Enzyme-catalysed cascade reactions in flow-through systems with immobilised enzymes currently are of

great interest for exploring their potential for biosynthetic and bioanalytical applications. Basic studies in

this field often aim at understanding the stability of the immobilised enzymes and their catalytic

performance, for example, in terms of yield of a desired reaction product, analyte detection limit,

enzyme stability or reaction reproducibility. In the work presented, a cascade reaction involving the two

enzymes bovine carbonic anhydrase (BCA) and horseradish peroxidase (HRP) – with hydrogen peroxide

(H2O2) as HRP “activator” – was first investigated in great detail in bulk solution at pH ¼ 7.2. The reaction

studied is the hydrolysis and oxidation of 20,70-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (DCFH2-DA) to 20,70-
dichlorofluorescein (DCF), which was found to proceed along two reaction pathways. This two-enzyme

cascade reaction was then applied for analysing the performance of BCA and HRP immobilised in glass

fiber filters which were placed inside a filter holder device through which a DCFH2-DA/H2O2 substrate

solution was pumped. Comparison was made between (i) co-immobilised and (ii) sequentially

immobilised enzymes (BCA first, HRP second). Significant differences for the two arrangements in terms

of measured product yield (DCF) could be explained based on quantitative UV/vis absorption

measurements carried out in bulk solution. We found that the lower DCF yield observed for sequentially

immobilised enzymes originates from a change in one of the two possible reaction pathways due to

enzyme separation, which was not the case for enzymes that were co-immobilised (or simultaneously

present in the bulk solution experiments). The higher DCF yield observed for co-immobilised enzymes

did not originate from a molecular proximity effect (no increased oxidation compared to sequential

immobilisation).
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1. Introduction

The study of enzymatic cascade reactions taking place inside
dispersed compartments or on solid surfaces is currently
attracting a lot of attention.1–19 There are at least two reasons for
the interest in these systems: (i) the possible mimicking of
enzymatic cascade reactions as they occur in vivo towards
a better understanding of the efficiency of metabolic reactions;
and (ii) the development of selective, stable and reusable bio-
analytical and biosynthetic devices. Well-studied bioanalytical
systems are two-enzyme cascade reactions, i.e., coupled enzyme
assays involving an oxidase and a peroxidase. Examples are
glucose oxidase (abbreviated as GOD or GOx) and horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) for the quantication of D-glucose,20,21 or
three-enzyme cascade reactions involving b-galactosidase (b-
Gal), GOD, and HRP for the quantication of lactose.20,22 In both
cases, quantication of the analyte (D-glucose or lactose) is
achieved through a determination of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18655–18676 | 18655
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which is formed in stoichiometric amounts as side product in
the oxidation of D-glucose to glucono-d-lactone with GOD/O2.
The formed H2O2, which is the key intermediate that links the
two reactions, rapidly oxidises HRP which in turn oxidises
a chosen, suitable reducing substrate that is added. This
reducing substrate oen is selected such that its one-electron
oxidation (or possible rapid follow-up reactions) can be moni-
tored spectrophotometrically. Well known examples are
ABTS2�(NH4

+)2 (2,20-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-
sulfonic acid)diammonium salt),23 TMB (3,30,5,50-tetrame-
thylbenzidine),24 or OPD (ortho-phenylenediamine ¼ 1,2-
diaminobenzene).25

The work presented consists of two parts. In the rst part, we
aimed at understanding in detail a two-enzyme cascade reaction in
bulk solution at pH ¼ 7.2 involving BCA (bovine erythrocyte
carbonic anhydrase) and HRP. The substrates used were 20,70-
dichlorodihydrouorescein diacetate (DCFH2-DA) and H2O2 (the
results are presented and discussed in Section 3.1.). This cascade
reaction differs from the ones mentioned above, and is related to
a well-known assay applied in experimental cell physiology to
Scheme 1 Overview about the two-enzyme cascade reaction analysed
hydrolysis of DCFH2-DA to DCFH2, followed by oxidation using HRP/H2

a number of previous detailed studies (not using BCA, but other esteras
Hyd_1 and Hyd_2 are the BCA-catalysed hydrolyses of DCFH2-DA (lmax ¼
two possible one-electron oxidations of DCFH2 to DCFHc by HRP-comp
one-electron oxidation (step Oxi_100) of DCFHc to DCF (lmax ¼ 503 nm).
possible follow-up reactions (yielding further products, altogether abbre
from H2O2 may occur in the presence of DCF.51 The key compounds of th
the chemical structures of the dominating species at the pH conditions o
different acid–base equilibria of DCFH2, DCFHc and DCF, see (Wrona an
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determine the presence of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species
(ROS and RNS) inside cells.26–34 In that well-known assay, the focus
is on determining the presence of ROS or RNS. In the rst part of
our work, however, the goal was not to apply the cascade reaction
to such an assay, but to understand the reaction catalysed by BCA
and HRP in order to later understand the behavior of differently
immobilized BCA and HRP.

From a mechanistic viewpoint, the cascade reaction we
investigated consists of two possible reaction pathways
involving more than ve different reaction steps, as outlined in
detail in the following. In contrast to the conventional oxidase–
peroxidase coupled assays, H2O2 does not play the role of an in
situ formed linking intermediate, but is one of the added
substrates. The cascade reaction is summarised in Scheme 1
(complete DCFH2-DA hydrolysis before oxidation, as known
from literature) and Scheme 2 (simplied representation
including oxidation upon partial hydrolysis of DCFH2-DA, as
found in this work). Schemes 1 and 2 include the chemical
structures of the compounds dominating at pH ¼ 7.2 (see also
Fig. S-1, ESI†).
and applied in this work, describing the situation for an initial complete
O2 (pathway 1 of Scheme 2). The scheme summarises key findings of
es), see for example (Rota et al., 1999)44 and (Wardman, 2007).31 Steps
260 nm) to DCFH2 (lmax ¼ 287 nm). Steps Oxi_10a and Oxi_10b are the
ound I and HRP-compound II, respectively, which are followed by the
Step Oxi_3 is the HRP/H2O2-catalysed oxidation of DCF to DCFc and
viated as DCFox). Non-enzymatic formation of hydroxyl radicals (HOc)
e reactions,DCFH2-DA, DCFH2, DCFHc, DCF, and DCFc, are given with
f the reaction (pH ¼ 7.2), see text for details. For information about the
d Wardman, 2006)48 and Fig. S-1, ESI.†

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Scheme 2 Overview about pathway 1 and pathway 2 of the two-enzyme cascade reaction analysed and applied in this work; describing the
situation for simultaneous addition of BCA and HRP toDCFH2-DA in the presence of H2O2 at the beginning. For details of pathway 1, see Scheme
1: Hyd_1 / Hyd_2 / Oxi_1 (/Oxi_3). In pathway 2, DCFH2-MA is oxidised to DCF-MA, followed by hydrolysis to DCF: Hyd_1 / Oxi_2 /
Hyd_3 (/Oxi_3). The chemical structures of the two important intermediatesDCFH2-MA andDCF-MA are shown. Formation ofDCFox (reaction
Oxi_3) only occured to a significant extent in the presence of HRP and if H2O2 was present in excess over DCFH2 as well as HRP was not rate
limiting for the formation of DCF-MA/DCF. The oxidation reactions were faster than the hydrolysis reactions when similar molar concentrations
of BCA and HRP were present. For the BCA-catalysed hydrolysis reactions the kinetic efficiency was found in the relation: Hyd_1 > Hyd_3 >
Hyd_2 (see later Table S-2, ESI†); while for the HRP-catalysed oxidations, Oxi_1 > Oxi_2was found (see later Scheme-S1, ESI†). Experimental data
confirmed the expectation that the higher the ratio of BCA to HRP, the higher the contribution from pathway 1; and the lower the reaction time,
the higher the contribution from pathway 2 (see later Section 3.1.6.).
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DCFH2-DA has two (identical) ester bonds, the hydrolysis of
both is catalysed by BCA, similar to uorescein diacetate (the
oxidised form of DCFH2-DA)35 or 6-carboxyuorescein diacetate
(Fig. S-2, ESI†).36 Upon initial addition of DCFH2-DA, BCA, HRP
and H2O2, the rst reaction intermediate obtained fromDCFH2-
DA by the action of BCA, 20,70-dichlorodihydrouorescein
monoacetate (DCFH2-MA), is either hydrolysed by BCA to 20,70-
dichlorodihydrouorescein (DCFH2) or oxidised by HRP/H2O2

to 20,70-dichlorouorescein monoacetate (DCF-MA) (Scheme 2).
Hydrolysis of DCF-MA by BCA or oxidation of DCFH2 by HRP/
H2O2 yields 20,70-dichlorouorescein (DCF). In the presence of
HRP and H2O2, DCFmay be oxidised further, depending on the
experimental conditions; the products obtained are the phe-
noxyl radical DCFc (Scheme 1) and possibly other oxidation
products whose chemical structures are unknown. Any type of
oxidised form of DCF is abbreviated as DCFox (Schemes 1 and
2). While DCFH2-DA, DCFH2-MA and DCFH2 are colourless and
non-uorescent, DCF has a red colour (lmax ¼ 503 nm) and is
uorescent.37,38 For the spectroscopic properties of DCF-MA and
DCFox, see Results and discussion. From a previous study it is
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
known that DCFox has a drastically reduced absorption at l ¼
503 nm, as compared to DCF, with concomitant decrease in
uorescence.39

Overall, the seemingly simple two-enzyme cascade reaction
can occur via two pathways (Scheme 2). For pathway 1, DCFH2-
DA rst undergoes complete hydrolysis to DCFH2, followed by
oxidation to DCF and possibly DCFox. The reaction steps are:
Hyd_1/ Hyd_2/ Oxi_1 (/Oxi_3). For pathway 2, DCFH2-DA
is only partially hydrolysed to DCFH2-MA, followed by oxidation
to DCF-MA and then hydrolysis to DCF and possibly oxidation
to DCFox. The reaction steps are: Hyd_1 / Oxi_2 / Hyd_3
(/Oxi_3). Whether the two-enzyme cascade reaction proceeds
predominantly via pathway 1 or 2 depends on whether the
hydrolysis of DCFH2-MA is faster or slower than its oxidation.

Scheme 1 summarises known details from literature con-
cerning pathway 1, illustrating the situation when an esterase
(BCA or a different one) is added in excess over HRP/H2O2 (in
terms of activity) or before HRP/H2O2 to a solution ofDCFH2-DA
so that complete hydrolysis to DCFH2 occurs before oxidation.
Aer oxidation by HRP/H2O2, DCF is obtained (via DCFHc as
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18655–18676 | 18657
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short-lived intermediate, see below), indicated as steps Oxi_10

and Oxi_100. Finally, oxidation of DCF to DCFc and to further
oxidation products is possible (formation of DCFox).40–42

Concerning the two-electron oxidation of DCFH2 to DCF
(step Oxi_1 in Schemes 1 and 2), it is known from literature that
this reaction can take place spontaneously (slow auto-oxida-
tion),43 but occurs readily with HRP (or other heme proteins) in
the presence of H2O2 (and O2).31,42 Detailed previous studies
suggest the following mechanism (Scheme 1):31,44 Native HRP is
rst oxidised by H2O2 in a two-electron oxidation to yield HRP-
compound I. This is the rst step of the well-known peroxidase
cycle of HRP.45–47 DCFH2 is then oxidised by HRP-compound I in
a one-electron oxidation to yield DCFHc (Oxi_10a in Scheme 1).
In this reaction, HRP-compound I is reduced to HRP-compound
II, which can oxidise an additional molecule of DCFH2 to yield
another DCFHc (Oxi_10b in Scheme 1), whereby HRP-compound
II is reduced to HRP. Deprotonation of DCFHc (pKa � 8.8)48

leads to the formation of DCFc� (Fig. S-1, ESI†). Oxidation of
DCFHc/DCFc� to DCF occurs rapidly with O2, with concomitant
formation of the superoxide radical anion, O2c

� (Oxi_100 in
Scheme 1),49 which is known to spontaneously dismutate to O2

and H2O2 (disproportionation reaction: 2O2c
� + 2H+ / H2O2 +

O2).50 The formed H2O2 acts as an accelerator of the oxidation of
DCFH2, and O2 oxidises DCFHc/DCFc� (see above). Finally, it
was reported that DCF in the presence of H2O2 may lead to the
formation of hydroxyl radicals, HOc,51 which in turn may oxidise
peroxidase substrates (e.g., DCFH2), indicated by the dashed
arrows in Scheme 1. This type of “peroxidase substrate-
oxidizing activity” of DCF was demonstrated with 0.4 mM
TMB as peroxidase substrate.51

Independent from the complexity of the reaction, if the
cascade reaction works according to pathway 1 (Scheme 2), DCF
is obtained from DCFH2-DA via DCFH2-MA and DCFH2. For
pathway 2, DCFH2-MA and DCF-MA are formed as intermedi-
ates (Scheme 2). In both cases, formation of DCFox is possible.
The determination of the absorption spectra of DCFH2-DA,
DCFH2-MA, DCFH2, DCF-MA, DCF, and DCFox within the rst
part of our work allowed quantifying the composition of the
reaction mixture during the course of the reaction and aer
reaching reaction equilibrium in bulk solution.

Aer having investigated the reaction in bulk solution, the
results obtained were applied in the second part of the work to
understand the performance of the two enzymes aer they were
immobilised and used in a ow-through device (the results are
presented and discussed in Sections 3.2. and 3.3.). The enzymes
were immobilised in glass bre lters with a method that was
elaborated before for BCA,52 and the two lters were placed in
a home-made lter holder device for running ow-through
reactions. The focus was on a comparison of the outow in
the case of co-immobilised enzymes as compared to sequen-
tially immobilised enzymes.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Chemicals

2.1.1. Enzymes. Bovine erythrocyte carbonic anhydrase
(BCA, EC 4.2.1.1, cat. number C2624, lot #SLBR4228 V, Mr �
18658 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18655–18676
29 000, pI ¼ 5.9),53,54 was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (molar
absorption coefficient at l ¼ 280 nm, 3280 (BCA) ¼
56 000M�1 cm�1).55 Horseradish peroxidase isoenzyme C (HRP,
EC 1.11.1.7, cat. number PEO-131, grade I, lot 8153665000, RZ
(A403/A260) ¼ 3.0, Mr � 44 000, pI ¼ 8.8)47 was purchased from
Toyobo Enzymes, Japan (3403 (HRP) ¼ 102 000 M�1 cm�1).56,57

2.1.2. Buffer solution. If not mentioned else, a 10 mM
sodium phosphate buffer solution (pH ¼ 7.2) was used
throughout the work, abbreviated as PB. It was prepared from
sodium phosphate monobasic (NaH2PO4,$99.0%, from Sigma)
and either sodium phosphate dibasic (Na2HPO4, $99.0%, from
Sigma), or by adjustment of the pH value with a solution of
NaOH.

2.1.3. Dendronised polymer. The deprotected second
generation dendronised polymer with on average 1000
repeating units, abbreviated as de-PG21000 (PDI ¼ Mw/Mn ¼ 2.4)
was a gi of Dr Daniel Messmer and Prof. A. Dieter Schlüter
(ETH Zürich), see (Küchler et al., 2017)58 and (Hou et al., 2019)59

for details.
2.1.4. Enzyme substrates. p-Nitrophenyl acetate (p-NA,

>98%) was obtained from TCI (cat. number A0040, lot DAI4M-
CR, Mr ¼ 187.15), 20,70-dichlorodihydrouorescein diacetate
(DCFH2-DA, $95%, 3260 (DCFH2-DA) ¼ 11 000 M�1 cm�1,
determined in PB) from Cayman Chemical (product 85155, lot
0523494-3, Mr ¼ 487.3), 20,70-dichlorouorescein diacetate
(DCF-DA, $95%, product 35845, lot #BCBV6655, Mr ¼ 485.27)
from Sigma-Aldrich, 2,20-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-
sulfonic acid)diammonium salt (ABTS2�(NH4

+)2, $98%, 3340

(ABTS2�) ¼ 36 000 M�1 cm�1)23 from Sigma-Aldrich (cat.
number A1888, lot SLBV3167, Mr ¼ 548.68), and hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2, 35 wt%) was from Acros Organics (product
202460010, lot A0352305). The molar concentration of H2O2 in
the 35 wt% solution (11.7 M) was determined spectrophoto-
metrically aer dilution with deionised water and using 3240

(H2O2) ¼ 43.6 M�1 cm�1.60

2.1.5 20,70-Dichlorouorescein. 20,70-Dichlorouorescein
(DCF, 98.4%) was purchased from TCI (product D0371, lot
3ABPG, Mr ¼ 401.20). The molar absorption of DCF at l ¼
503 nm dissolved in 10 mM phosphate solution (pH ¼ 7.2) was
determined: 3503 (DCF) ¼ 101 900 M�1 cm�1 (Fig. S-3, ESI†).
This value is in good agreement with the spectrum given by
(Chignell and Sik, 2003),43 but disagrees with the value given by
(Ischiropoulos et al., 1999),41 see the known pH-dependency of
3503 (DCF)38 and Fig. S-3, ESI.†

2.1.6. Glass ber lters and other chemicals. Whatman
binder-free borosilicate glass ber lters were from GE
Healthcare (grade GF/D, diameter 7 mm, cat. number 1823-007,
lot 12887121), see (Yoshimoto et al., 2018).52 Dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO, >99.7%) was from Acros Organics.
2.2. UV/vis spectrophotometers

Molar absorption coefficient determinations and kinetic
measurements in bulk solution were carried out with a JASCO V-
670 or a SPECORD S600 spectrophotometer (from Analytik Jena)
using quartz cells with path length of either 1.0 cm or 0.1 cm.
For the determination of the concentrations of concentrated
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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enzyme or dendronised polymer stock solutions a NanoDrop
One instrument was used (from ThermoFisher Scientic). For
spectrophotometric quantications in the ow-through experi-
ments, a Cary 60 spectrophotometer (from Agilent Technolo-
gies) was used in addition to the SPECORD S600, using the
same cells mentioned above.
2.3. Enzymatic reactions in bulk aqueous solution

2.3.1. Stock solutions. For the reactions in bulk solution
(PB), the following stock solutions were prepared: 5.0 mM
DCFH2-DA in DMSO; 2.0 mM DCF-DA in DMSO; 1.0 mM DCF in
DMSO; 2 M H2O2 in H2O (daily diluted to 0.9 or 18 mM H2O2

with PB); and 100 mM BCA in PB (the precise concentration
being determined through measurement of A280), 50 mMHRP in
PB (determined by measuring A403). All stock solutions were
prepared in 1.5 mL polypropylene tubes and then stored at T ¼
4 �C.

2.3.2. BCA-catalysed hydrolysis of p-NA. For the reactions
carried out with p-NA as substrate at pH ¼ 7.2 and an initial
concentration of 1 mM, see (Yoshimoto et al., 2018);52 the molar
absorption coefficient used for p-nitrophenolate was 3405 (p-
nitrophenolate) ¼ 10 510 M�1 cm�1.61

2.3.3. HRP/H2O2-catalysed oxidation of ABTS2�. The
formation of ABTSc� from ABTS2� with HRP and H2O2 as
oxidant was determined spectrophotometrically by using 3414

(ABTSc�) ¼ 36 000 M�1 cm�1,23 see (Hou et al., 2019).59

2.3.4. Reactions of DCFH2-DA in the presence of different
amounts of BCA, HRP and H2O2. Various reaction mixtures
containing DCFH2-DA (50 mM in PB, 1 vol% DMSO, 1 mL) and
different amounts of BCA, HRP, and H2O2 were prepared from
the different stock solutions and then analysed spectrophoto-
metrically during 15 h at 25 �C. As an example, the procedure for
preparing a reaction mixture that initially contained 50 mM
DCFH2-DA, 1.0 mM BCA, 0.5 mM HRP, and 9.0 mM H2O2, is
described in the following. To 960 mL PB placed inside a 1.0 cm/
1.4 mL quartz cuvette, 10 mL HRP stock solution (50 mM in PB),
10 mL BCA stock solution (100 mM in PB) and 10 mL H2O2 stock
solution (0.9 mM in PB) were added and mixed gently. Aer the
addition of 10 mL DCFH2-DA stock solution (5 mM in DMSO),
the cuvette was closed with a stopper, and aer gentle mixing
the UV/vis spectrum was recorded between 240 and 600 nm at
25 �C in 5 min intervals for 900 min.

For variations of the concentrations of BCA (0 or 0.5–3.0 mM
in the cuvette), HRP (0 or 0.25–1.50 mM in the cuvette) and H2O2

(0 or 4.5–27 mM in the cuvette), the same type of stock solutions
were used, but the volumes added were adjusted accordingly,
balancing the total volume (1 mL) with PB. For low concentra-
tions of HRP (2.5–7.5 nM in the cuvette), the HRP stock solution
(50 mM in PB) was rst diluted 100-fold before use. For reactions
with an initial hydrogen peroxide concentration of [H2O2]0 ¼
180 mM, a 18 mM H2O2 stock solution (in PB) was used.

2.3.5. BCA-catalysed hydrolysis of DCF-DA. To 980 mL PB
placed inside a 1.0 cm/1.4 mL quartz cuvette, 10 mL BCA stock
solution (100 mM in PB) was added and mixed gently. Aer
addition of 10 mL DCF-DA stock solution (2 mM in DMSO), the
cuvette was closed with a stopper, and aer gentle mixing the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
UV/vis spectrum was recorded between 240 and 600 nm at 25 �C
in 5 min intervals for 900 min. The nal concentrations were 20
mM DCF-DA and 1 mM BCA in PB, 1 vol% DMSO. As the DCF-DA
solution was slightly turbid (evident from the light scattering
contribution in the absorption spectrum) and became
completely transparent during the hydrolysis reaction, only
qualitative conclusions were drawn from the measurements
during the initial phase of the reaction (i.e., until all DCF-DA
was converted and the baseline around 600 nm became stable).

2.3.6. Stability of DCF towards light, H2O2 and/or HRP. The
stability of DCF in PB was analysed for three different condi-
tions. (1) To 980 mL PB placed inside a 1.0 cm/1.4 mL quartz
cuvette, 10 mL H2O2 stock solution (0.9 mM in PB) was added
andmixed gently. Aer the addition of 10 mLDCF stock solution
(1 mM in DMSO), the cuvette was closed with a stopper, and
aer gentle mixing the UV/vis spectrum was recorded between
240 and 600 nm at 25 �C in 5 min intervals for 900 min. Aer
three days, the absorption spectrum of the solution was
measured again. (2) In a similar experiment, PB was added
instead of the H2O2 stock solution and the solution was stored
outside the spectrophotometer in the dark. (3) In an additional
control experiment, the H2O2 stock solution was replaced by 10
mL of a HRP stock solution (50 mM in PB). In all these control
experiments (without HRP and H2O2 being present at the same
time), the spectra of DCF remained stable.

In order to oxidise DCF (10 mM in PB, 1 vol% DMSO, 1 mL)
catalysed by HRP (0.5 mM) with an excess of H2O2 (180 mM)
added at once at the beginning, 970 mL PB was placed inside
a 1.0 cm/1.4 mL quartz cuvette. 10 mL HRP stock solution (50 mM
in PB) and 10 mL H2O2 stock solution (18 mM in PB) were added
andmixed gently. Aer the addition of 10 mLDCF stock solution
(1 mM in DMSO), the cuvette was closed with a stopper, and
aer gentle mixing the UV/vis spectrum was recorded between
240 and 600 nm at 25 �C in 5 min intervals for 3 hours.

In order to oxidise DCF (10 mM in PB, 1 vol% DMSO, 1 mL)
catalysed by HRP (0.5 mM) with an excess of H2O2 added step-
wise, 980 mL PB was placed inside a 1.0 cm/1.4 mL quartz
cuvette. 10 mL HRP stock solution (50 mM in PB) and 10 mL DCF
stock solution (1 mM in DMSO) were added and mixed gently.
From now on, the UV/vis spectrum was recorded between 240
and 600 nm at 25 �C in 1 min intervals for 3 hours. Aer 10 min,
10 mL diluted H2O2 stock solution (1 mM in PB) was added to
the cuvette that was then put back inside the spectrophotometer
aer gentle mixing. Upon a stable value of A503 was reached
(several minutes), another 10 mL diluted H2O2 stock solution
were added. This process was repeated three more times (50 mL
diluted H2O2 stock solution added, corresponding to 5 equiva-
lents H2O2). Further addition of 5 mL diluted H2O2 stock solu-
tion (5.5th equivalent) did not lead to any signicant spectral
change anymore.

2.3.7. In situ preparation of DCFH2 and subsequent
oxidation catalysed by HRP/H2O2. DCFH2 was prepared in situ
by hydrolysis of DCFH2-DA with excess NaOH. 960 mL PB was
placed inside a 1.0 cm/1.4 mL quartz cuvette. 10 mL of NaOH
(2 M in water) was added andmixed well. In a next step, 10 mL of
a DCFH2-DA stock solution (5 mM in DMSO) was added to the
cuvette and aer mixing, the UV/vis spectrum was recorded
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18655–18676 | 18659



Fig. 1 Left: Chemical structure of one r.u. of the dendronised polymer
(denpol) de-PG21000 (bottom) in its fully protonated state, and of one
r.u. to which an enzyme molecule is bound via a bis-aryl hydrazone
(BAH) bond (top); “de-PG21000” stands for “deprotected dendronized
polymer of second generation consisting of 1000 r.u. on average and
a polymethacrylate backbone”. The different denpol-enzyme conju-
gates prepared had various average numbers of BAH bonds and
enzyme molecules per average denpol chain. Right: Simplified visu-
alisation of a possible packing of the enzymes molecules along a 100
r.u. long denpol chain (represented as blue cylinder): de-PG21000-
BAH86-HRP90, de-PG21000-BAH152-BCA101, and de-PG21000-BAH207-
BCA152. The enzyme molecules are represented as green (HRP) or
yellow (BCA) spheres. The schematic representations show that the
experimentally determined average number of enzymes molecules
per average denpol chain are spatially feasible. Higher enzyme load-
ings along the denpol chains seem spatially possible, see ESI† for
details about the visualisation.

RSC Advances Paper
between 240 and 600 nm at 25 �C in 5 min intervals. Aer the
spectrum did not change anymore, 20 mL of HCl (1 M in water)
was added to re-adjust the pH to the initial value of 7.2. To this
solution containing DCFH2 (50 mM, 1 mL), 10 mL HRP stock
solution (50 mM in PB) and 10 mL diluted H2O2 stock solution
(0.9 mM in PB) were added and aer quick mixing, the forma-
tion of DCF was quantied.

In another experiment, DCFH2 (50 mM) was added stepwise
to already present HRP (0.5 mM) and H2O2 (9 mM). First, a 500
mM DCFH2 solution was prepared as described above in a buffer
volume of 0.1 mL instead of 1 mL. From this 500 mM DCFH2

solution, 2 mL were added to a 1 mL solution containing HRP
(0.5 mM) and H2O2 (9 mM) every 30 seconds for 4 minutes, fol-
lowed by mixing and taking an absorption spectrum every
minute. Aer thereby having added �10 mM of DCFH2 over the
rst 4 min, it was equilibrated for another 4 min and found to
remain stable, indicating full H2O2 consumption. Addition of
the remaining �40 mM of DCFH2 (80 mL of the 500 mM stock
solution aer 15 min) did not lead to signicant changes in the
spectrum above l ¼ 330 nm.

2.4. Preparation of the denpol-enzyme conjugates de-
PG21000-BAH-BCA and de-PG21000-BAH-HRP

Two different types of dendronised polymer (denpol)-enzyme
conjugates were prepared in this work, abbreviated as de-
PG21000-BAH-BCA and de-PG21000-BAH-HRP. BAH stands for bis-
aryl hydrazone and indicates the type of covalent bond through
which the enzyme molecules were bound to de-PG21000. Quanti-
cation of the average number of BAH and enzyme molecules
bound per 1000 repeating units (r.u.) long dendronised polymer
molecules yielded 86 and 90 in the case of HRP (i.e., about one
BAH bond per HRP molecule): de-PG21000-BAH86-HRP90. In the
case of BCA, two conjugates were prepared, abbreviated as de-
PG21000-BAH152-BCA101 and de-PG21000-BAH207-BCA152. For both
BCA conjugates, on average more than one BAH bond was esti-
mated to have formed per BCAmolecule, themolar BCA/BAH ratio
being 0.66 and 0.73, respectively.52 In Fig. 1, the chemical struc-
tures of an unmodied r.u. of de-PG21000 and of a r.u. to which one
enzyme molecule is bound via a BAH bond are shown, together
with a simple visualisation of how the enzymemolecules might be
packed along the denpol chain for the average enzyme loadings
determined experimentally.

For the BCA-conjugates, details about their synthesis, puri-
cation and quantication are given in (Yoshimoto et al.,
2018);52 for the HRP-conjugate, see (Hou et al., 2019).59 Addi-
tional information is provided in the ESI (Section 4) with Fig. S-4
and S-5.† If stored in aqueous solution at 4 �C, both types of
conjugates are stable over prolonged periods of time.52,59

2.5. Immobilisation of de-PG21000-BAH-BCA and de-PG21000-
BAH-HRP in glass ber lters

The prepared denpol-enzyme conjugates were immobilised in
glass ber lters in a similar way as described previously, see
(Yoshimoto et al., 2018).52 Before use, the glass ber lters were
rst washed by immersing them 3 times for 10 min in 5 mL
fresh ethanol. The lters were let dry under ambient conditions
18660 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18655–18676
until no change in weight could be observed anymore (ca. 30
min). In the following, the general procedure for the immobi-
lisation of the denpol-enzyme conjugates in the lters via
simple adsorption from aqueous solution is described; for some
of the experiments, this general procedure was modied.
Although no major changes resulted from those modications,
they are summarised in the ESI (Section 5).†

2.5.1. Immobilisation of either denpol-BCA or denpol-
HRP. To each lter, 50 mL of an aqueous buffer solution con-
taining one of the conjugates were added, either a solution
containing de-PG21000-BAH207-BCA152, or a solution containing
de-PG21000-BAH86-HRP90. The added volume (50 mL) was taken
up by the lter through capillary forces. The denpol-BCA
conjugate solution used was prepared from a stock solution
obtained from the conjugate preparation according to an opti-
mised protocol using a 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer
solution (pH ¼ 7.2, 1.15 M NaCl), see (Yoshimoto et al., 2018).52

This stock solution was desalted by repetitive ultraltration
with an Amicon-0.5 mL (10 kDa MWCO) ultraltration device
using PB, resulting in [BAH]¼ 12 mM (determined by measuring
A354 and taking into account 3354 (BAH)¼ 29 000 M�1 cm�1), see
(Yoshimoto et al., 2018).52 The corresponding concentration of
BCA in this desalted denpol-BCA conjugate solution was [BCA]
¼ 8.8 mM. The denpol-HRP conjugate solution used was
prepared from a stock solution obtained from the conjugate
preparation according to a previously published protocol using
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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a 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer solution (pH ¼ 7.0, 0.15 M
NaCl), see (Hou et al., 2019).59 This stock solution was diluted
with the same buffer solution to [HRP]¼ 0.5 mM, determined by
activity measurements using ABTS2� and H2O2 as substrates
and a calibration curve for free HRP, see (Hou et al. 2019) for
details.59 For control measurements with “empty” lters, pure
PB or pure 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer solution (pH ¼ 7.0,
0.15 M NaCl) was used.

The wetted lters were put inside closed 2 mL polypropylene
tubes and stored for 1 h at room temperature. The lters were
then placed in a home-made lter holder52 and washed for 3 h
by using a peristaltic pump (P-1 from Pharmacia) at 200
mL min�1 with either PB (in the case of the denpol-BCA conju-
gate and for control lters treated with PB only), or with
a 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer solution, pH ¼ 7.0, con-
taining 0.15 M NaCl (in the case of the denpol-HRP conjugates
and the corresponding control lters). If not immediately used
(or aer buffer washing following activity measurements, see
below) the washed, buffer immersed lters were stored inside
a refrigerator at 4 �C with both ends of the lter holder closed
with paralm.

2.5.2. Co-immobilisation of denpol-BCA and denpol-HRP.
For the experiments in which both enzymes were immobilised
in one and the same lter, 50 mL of an aqueous solution con-
taining denpol-BCA as well as denpol-HRP were added to the
lter followed by incubation for 1 h at room temperature, as
described above. This solution was prepared by mixing diluted
solutions of de-PG21000-BAH207-BCA152 (in PB, 80 vol%) and de-
PG21000-BAH86-HRP90 (in 10 mM phosphate, pH ¼ 7.0, 0.15 M
NaCl, 20 vol%). Thereby, the enzyme concentrations in this
mixture were 4.4 mM BCA and 0.25 mM HRP and the buffer
system was the same as for sequential immobilisation (see
below). Aer loading two glass ber lters with 50 mL (each) of
this mixture, the same total amounts of enzyme molecules were
added to the two lters as in the case of the single lter loadings
with one denpol-enzyme conjugate only (440 pmol BCA and 25
pmol HRP). Both lters were then placed stacked in the home-
made lter holder52 and washed, as described above, with the
exception that always PB was used for washing.

2.5.3. Sequential immobilisation of denpol-BCA and den-
pol-HRP. For the experiments in which both enzymes were
immobilised in two different lters but stacked in the same
lter holder, 50 mL of an aqueous solution containing either
denpol-BCA or denpol-HRP were added separately in two lters
followed by incubation for 1 h at room temperature, using
concentrations as described above for placing only one type of
denpol-enzyme in the lter holder (2.5.1). This time though, the
two individual incubation solutions (containing only one type of
denpol-enzyme each) were prepared/diluted such that each
lter was incubated under the same buffer conditions as for the
co-immobilisation (80% PB, 20% of 10 mM phosphate, pH ¼
7.0, 0.15 M NaCl), in order to compare the two immobilisation
methods under conditions as equal as possible. Consequently,
the two lters (containing one type of denpol-enzyme each) were
stacked in the same lter holder (BCA before HRP in ow
direction) before washing with PB, as described above.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
2.6. Measurements of the activity of immobilised denpol-
BCA and denpol-HRP

2.6.1. BCA activity measurements using p-NA as substrate.
From a 100 mM p-NA stock solution (prepared in acetonitrile,
CH3CN), a 1 mM p-NA solution in PB was freshly prepared (pH
¼ 7.2, 1 vol% CH3CN). This substrate solution was passed
through the lter holder at 3 mL min�1 for 180 min by using
a syringe pump (AL1000 from World Precision Instruments).
Every 3 min, 2 mL were sampled from the outow with a Gilson
Pipetman P10, and the absorption spectrum was measured with
the NanoDrop One instrument (l ¼ 0.1 cm, background: PB).
Values of A405 were taken as a measure of the formed p-nitro-
phenolate. The total concentration of p-nitrophenolate + p-
nitrophenol in the outow was calculated on the basis of 3405 (p-
nitrophenolate) ¼ 10 510 M�1 cm�1,61 and [p-nitrophenolate]/
[p-nitrophenol] ¼ 1.15 at pH 7.2 using pKa (p-nitrophenol) ¼
7.14.52 Since p-NA undergoes signicant autohydrolysis, refer-
ence measurements were carried out with “empty” lters (PB
only). Data for this non-enzymatic p-NA hydrolysis were sub-
tracted from the data obtained for the lter with immobilised
BCA.

2.6.2. HRP activity measurements with ABTS2� and H2O2

as substrates. A substrate solution of [ABTS2�] ¼ 1 mM and
[H2O2] ¼ 0.2 mM was freshly prepared in 10 mM sodium
phosphate buffer solution (pH ¼ 7.0, 0.15 M NaCl). This
substrate solution was pumped through the lter holder at 200
mL min�1 for 84 min by using a peristaltic pump (P-1 from
Pharmacia). The lter holder was connected to a quartz glass
ow-through cell (176-765-QS from Hellma Analytics, l ¼ 1.0
cm). Absorption spectra were recorded every 3 min with a Cary
60 spectrophotometer (background: same buffer as substrate
solution). Values of A414 were taken as a measure of formed
ABTSc� (3414 (ABTSc

�) ¼ 36 000 M�1 cm�1).23

2.6.3. Participation of BCA and HRP in the cascade reac-
tion occurring with DCFH2-DA and H2O2 as substrates. From
a stock solution of DCFH2-DA (5 mM in DMSO) and a diluted
stock solution of H2O2 (0.9mM in PB, prepared from a 2MH2O2

stock solution in water) a solution containing 50 mM DCFH2-DA
and 9 mM H2O2 was freshly prepared in PB (pH ¼ 7.2, 1 vol%
DMSO). This substrate solution was passed through the lter
holder at 5 mL min�1 for 180 min by using a syringe pump
(AL1000 from World Precision Instruments). The outow was
collected in 1.5 mL polypropylene tubes, using a new, empty
tube every 30 min. The absorption spectra of the collected
outows were measured with a spectrophotometer (quartz glass
cell, l ¼ 1 cm, background: PB). The performance of the
immobilised enzymes was evaluated by plotting A503 as a func-
tion of time, yielding approximate values for the concentration
of DCF, using 3503 (DCF) ¼ 101 900 M�1 cm�1 (see Fig. S-3,
ESI†). For the collected nal outow (t ¼ 150–180 min), the
full absorption spectrum was analysed with the analytical
methods already applied for the cascade reactions in bulk
solution, as described in “Results and discussion” (Section
3.1.6.).
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18655–18676 | 18661



Fig. 2 UV/vis absorption spectra between l¼ 240 and 600 nmof all substrates, intermediates and products of the cascade reaction. (A) Reduced
compoundsDCFH2-DA,DCFH2-MA, andDCFH2 (as obtained from completeDCFH2-DA hydrolysis using NaOH). (B) Oxidised compoundsDCF-
MA, DCF, and DCFox (as obtained from DCF with more than 5 equivalents H2O2 in the presence of HRP, see Fig. S-8, ESI†). H2O2 did not have
a significant absorption under the conditions used. On the left vertical axes, the absorbance normalised to 1 mM solutions (PB, pH¼ 7.2) are given,
either as measured with quartz cells using solutions with about ten times higher concentrations, or as obtained by fitting (dotted lines), or as
obtained by in situ preparation (dashed lines). The molar absorption coefficients are indicated on the right vertical axes (see also Table S-1, ESI†).
See text for details.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Cascade reaction of DCFH2-DA and H2O2 in bulk
aqueous solution with co-added free BCA and HRP

As summarised in Schemes 1 and 2, the investigated cascade
reaction is characterised by two possible reaction pathways (see
Introduction). We analysed the reaction in bulk solution in
great detail aer both enzymes were added from the beginning
to a solution containing both substrates DCFH2-DA and H2O2,
allowing the reaction to proceed not only along pathway 1 but
also along pathway 2. If BCA would have been added before HRP
to allow for complete hydrolysis of DCFH2-DA, progress along
pathway 2 would have been prevented (not targeted here). For
all reactions a 0.01 M sodium phosphate buffer solution was
used with pH ¼ 7.2 (PB) at T ¼ 25 �C with a xed initial
concentration of DCFH2-DA ([DCFH2-DA]0) of 50 mM. The
concentrations of BCA, HRP and H2O2 were varied, and the
progress of the reactions was followed spectrophotometrically
by recording the time-dependent changes in the absorption
spectra of the reaction mixtures between l ¼ 240 and 600 nm.

In the following, we rst report on results obtained from
a number of control measurements that helped understanding
the progress and nal outcome of the cascade reaction in
dependence of initial H2O2 concentration and concentrations of
BCA and HRP. Thanks to these control measurements, it was
possible to nally know the absorption spectra between 240 and
600 nm of all components of the reaction mixtures (Fig. 2, Table
S-1, and Fig. S-6, ESI†). This allowed for a molecular interpre-
tation of the time-dependent spectral changes occurring in the
case of the cascade reaction. In addition, the control measure-
ments made a comparison of the kinetic efficiency for the BCA-
catalysed hydrolysis of DCFH2-DA, DCFH2-MA and DCF-MA
possible, which greatly helped interpreting the results from the
cascade reaction.
18662 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18655–18676
3.1.1. Oxidation of DCF catalysed by HRP and H2O2.
Independent from the reaction pathway, DCF is the product
which is obtained from DCFH2-DA upon two carboxylic acid
ester hydrolysis steps and a two-electron oxidation (Scheme 2).
The absorption maximum of DCF at pH ¼ 7.2 is at lmax ¼
503 nm (Fig. S-3, ESI†). From the work of Rota et al. (1999)39 it is
known that oxidation of DCF can occur in aqueous solution if
HRP and H2O2 are present simultaneously, resulting in the
formation of DCFc or even further oxidation products whose
chemical structures are not known (altogether abbreviated as
DCFox, Scheme 1).

For the conditions we used for the cascade reaction (T ¼
25 �C, pH ¼ 7.2, see later Section 3.1.6.), we re-investigated the
stability of DCF (10 mM) in the presence and absence of HRP
and H2O2 by placing different DCF-containing solutions,
prepared in quartz cells, inside a spectrophotometer and then
recording at a predetermined time interval the absorption
spectrum between l ¼ 240 and 600 nm. The results were the
following. Without HRP and H2O2, dissolved DCF is stable at
pH¼ 7.2 for at least 3 days, independent whether the solution is
stored (i) within the cell compartment of the spectrophotometer
with continuous recording of the spectrum every 5 min for 18 h
(Fig. S-7A, ESI†), (ii) in the dark, or (iii) exposed to room light in
the laboratory (data not shown). Also the presence of either
H2O2 (9 mM, Fig. S-7A, ESI†) or HRP (0.5 mM, Fig. S-7B, ESI†)
separately did not lead to a signicant change in the absorption
spectrum of DCF. The situation was very different when both,
H2O2 and HRP, were present, as demonstrated with two types of
experiments. In the rst one, H2O2 was added at [H2O2]0 ¼ 180
mM to 10 mM DCF and 0.5 mM HRP, followed by recording the
absorption spectrum every 5 min up to 3 h (Fig. S-8A, ESI†). In
the second one, H2O2 was added in steps of 10 mM to 10 mMDCF
and 0.5 mM HRP as long as signicant changes in the absorp-
tion spectrum were observed (Fig. S-8B, ESI†). Both types of
experiments showed that in the presence of HRP (0.5 mM) and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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excess H2O2, the DCF absorption with lmax ¼ 503 nm decreased
monotonically until A503 leveled off at about 1/8 of the initial
value. This nal value was reached aer addition of about 50 mM
H2O2 (Fig. S-8C and D, ESI†), corresponding to 5 equivalents
with respect to the concentration of DCF used in the experi-
ments (10 mM). It is possible that a lot of the excess H2O2 during
this stepwise addition was decomposed to O2 and H2O by the
“catalase-like” activity of the high amounts of HRP present, so-
called “catalatic” activity.62,63 As adding 5.5 and more H2O2

equivalents did not lead to a further decrease in A503, and since
there was no change in the spectrum obtained (no band shi or
appearance of new bands), the absorption spectrum obtained
aer addition of 5 equivalents H2O2 to DCF is considered as the
spectrum of oxidised DCF products (DCFox). Although we are
not aware of any detailed investigation of the oxidation of DCF
with HRP/H2O2, the spectrum of DCFox we obtained (Fig. 2B)
resembles the spectrum reported by (Rota et al., 1999).39 Most
notably, the remaining absorption bands around 503 nm are
much broader than the ones for DCF, with additional absorp-
tion between l ¼ 525 and 550 nm, a region in which the
absorption of DCF is very low or almost zero. This high wave-
length absorption seems to be characteristic for DCFox.39 The
catalatic activity of HRP was tested under similar conditions
(0.5 mM HRP, 9 mM H2O2, PB buffer), yielding signicant H2O2

decomposition within a few minutes, i.e., within a similar time
frame as in the case of the stepwise addition of H2O2 to DCF
described above (see Fig. S-9, ESI†). Although the excess H2O2

consumption needed to oxidise DCF to DCFox might possibly
have several additional reasons (H2O2 destabilisation by DCF,
reduction of DCFc),39,51 it became clear that under the experi-
mental conditions we used, HRP-catalysed DCF oxidation
always was in competition with HRP-catalysed H2O2 oxidation
(catalatic activity of HRP).

3.1.2. Hydrolysis of DCFH2-DA catalysed by BCA. The
stability of DCFH2-DA was investigated in PB (pH ¼ 7.2) at T ¼
25 �C for different conditions in the presence or absence of BCA.
Seven control experiments were carried out, always with
[DCFH2-DA]0 ¼ 50 mM. Changes in the absorption spectrum
were recorded when none, one or two of the three additional
components of the cascade reaction (BCA, HRP, H2O2) were
present. This means that in each control measurement at least
one component of the cascade reaction was missing. The
chosen concentrations of BCA, HRP, and H2O2 were the stan-
dard concentrations used later on for the actual cascade reac-
tion, see Section 3.1.6.

Control 1: DCFH2-DA only. The absorption spectrum of
DCFH2-DA dissolved in PB at pH ¼ 7.2 is shown in Fig. 2A. The
spectrum has an absorption maximum at l ¼ 260 nm.64 As
shown in Fig. S-10, ESI,† the spectrum of dissolved DCFH2-DA
(50 mM in PB) did not change much upon storage for up to 15 h
at T ¼ 25 �C. There was only a slight decrease in A260 with time
and a very small increase in A287 (slow auto-hydrolysis). A503
remained almost zero.

Controls 2 and 3: DCFH2-DA + HRP and DCFH2-DA + H2O2. The
situation is practically the same as for Control 1 when DCFH2-
DA (50 mM) was incubated for 15 h with either 0.5 mM HRP
(Fig. S-11, ESI†) or 9 mM H2O2 (Fig. S-12, ESI†).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Control 4: DCFH2-DA + BCA. Incubation of DCFH2-DA (50 mM)
with either 1.0 mMBCA (Fig. S-13, ESI†) or 2.0 mMBCA (Fig. S-14,
ESI†) resulted in (i) clear changes of A260 (decrease) and A287
(increase) due to DCFH2-DA hydrolysis, as well as (ii) appear-
ance of a band with low intensity at lmax ¼ 503 nm. Although
A503 remained low, its small increase with time indicates that
the formation of DCF can occur from hydrolysed DCFH2-DA
without an oxidative enzyme (Fig. 2B). This observation is in
agreement with the results of studies by Rota et al. (1999),39

which showed that auto-oxidation of the intermediate DCFH2 to
DCFHc and DCF can occur to some extent (Scheme 1).

As an intermediate conclusion of Controls 1–4, the
measurements showed that (i) dissolved DCFH2-DA (50 mM) in
PB (pH ¼ 7.2) is relatively stable during the time of the experi-
ments (negligible non-enzymatic hydrolysis); (ii) the presence of
HRP (0.5 mM) or H2O2 (9 mM) does not affect the stability of
DCFH2-DA; (iii) BCA (1.0 or 2.0 mM) catalyses the hydrolysis of
DCFH2-DA with appearance of a band centered around l ¼
287 nm and formation of small amounts of DCF. Aer 15 h at T
¼ 25 �C, the concentration of formed DCF was 0.14 mM for 1.0
mM BCA and 0.16 mM for 2.0 mM BCA (Fig. S-13 and S-14, ESI†).

Control 5: DCFH2-DA + BCA + HRP. DCFH2-DA (50 mM) was
incubated with BCA (either 1.0 or 2.0 mM) and 0.5 mM HRP
(without H2O2), see Fig. S-15, ESI† for 1.0 mM BCA and Fig. S-16,
ESI,† for 2.0 mM BCA. In both cases, hydrolysis of DCFH2-DA
occurred with more pronounced formation of DCF as in the
absence of HRP. Aer 15 h at T ¼ 25 �C, the concentration of
DCF was 0.4 mM for 1.0 mM BCA and 0.55 mM for 2.0 mM BCA.

Control 6: DCFH2-DA + BCA + H2O2. DCFH2-DA (50 mM) was
incubated with 1.0 mM BCA and 9 mM H2O2 (without HRP), see
Fig. S-17, ESI.† The results were very similar to those for the
incubation of DCFH2-DA (50 mM) with 1.0 mM BCA only (Fig. S-
13, ESI†). Aer 15 h at T ¼ 25 �C, the concentration of formed
DCF was 0.13 mM (Fig. S-17, ESI†).

Control 7: DCFH2-DA + HRP + H2O2. Incubation of DCFH2-DA
(50 mM) in the presence of 0.5 mMHRP and 9 mMH2O2 (no BCA)
represents the situation of non-enzymatic hydrolysis of DCFH2-
DA followed by enzymatic oxidation (Fig. S-18, ESI†). The extent
of DCF formation aer 15 h at T ¼ 25 �C was 0.98 mM, consid-
erably higher than in the case of Controls 5 and 6. This conrms
the efficiency of HRP/H2O2 in oxidising the intermediates
DCFH2-MA and DCFH2 (Scheme 2).

As a summary of Controls 5–7 it is clear that non-enzymatic
oxidation of partially or fully hydrolysed intermediates (DCFH2-
MA or DCFH2) can occur, in agreement with literature.39 For
efficient oxidations, however, both HRP and H2O2 must be
present, see below.

Quantitative conclusions drawn from the BCA catalysed hydro-
lysis of DCFH2-DA (“Control 4” above). As mentioned above, the
data shown in Fig. S-13 and S-14, ESI,† reect the BCA-catalysed
hydrolysis of DCFH2-DA, i.e., the time-dependent disappear-
ance of DCFH2-DA, the transient formation of DCFH2-MA and
the formation of the completely hydrolysed product DCFH2

(with formation of only negligible amounts of DCF). The
recorded time-dependent spectral changes for this two-step
hydrolysis of DCFH2-DA (Hyd_1 and Hyd_2 in Scheme 2) was
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18655–18676 | 18663



Table 1 Important isosbestic points (liso) with the corresponding
molar absorption coefficients (3l) used for the quantitative analysis of
the reaction mixtures

Molecules liso (nm) 3l (M
�1 cm�1)

DCFH2-DA/DCFH2-MA 276 5600
DCFH2-MA/DCFH2 279 5600
DCF-MA/DCF 284 11 400

340 7200
460 19 800
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analysed by taking into account the known absorption spectra
of DCFH2-DA and DCFH2 (Fig. 2A), the latter being obtained
through complete hydrolysis of DCFH2-DA with hydroxide ions
(see Materials and methods). The spectral changes show two
isosbestic points, the rst one appearing at the beginning of the
reaction (liso ¼ 276 nm, Fig. S-13C, ESI†), reecting coexistence
of DCFH2-DA and DCFH2-MA (with negligible amounts of
DCFH2), the second one appearing at the second phase of the
reaction (liso ¼ 279 nm, Fig. S-13B, ESI†), reecting DCFH2-MA
and DCFH2 (with negligible amounts of DCFH2-DA), see
Table 1. Once A279 reached a constant value, only DCFH2-MA
and DCFH2 were present in the reaction mixture, with
a continuous change in their relative amounts until eventually
reaction equilibrium was reached. With this, the absorption
spectrum of DCFH2-MA could be obtained by manual tting
(Fig. S-13D, ESI†). The spectrum is shown in Fig. 2A. In Fig. 3,
the decrease in [DCFH2-DA] during the rst phase and the
decrease in [DCFH2-MA] and increase in [DCFH2] during the
second phase of the reaction are shown for the two reactions
with initially 50 mM DCFH2-DA and either 1.0 mM BCA (Fig. 3A)
or 2.0 mM BCA (Fig. 3B). The beginnings of the second phase
were identied as about 300 and 200 min, respectively.

From the exponential decrease of [DCFH2-DA] and [DCFH2-
MA] with time, the kinetic efficiency (kcat/KM) was determined by
Fig. 3 Quantitative analysis of the BCA-catalysed hydrolysis of DCFH2

solution, pH¼ 7.2) at 25 �Cwith (A) [BCA]¼ 1.0 mM and (B) [BCA]¼ 2.0 mM
the beginning of the reaction and the time-dependent decrease of [DCFH
achieved by taking into account the spectral changes shown in Fig. S-13
and DCFH2 (Fig. 2A). For [BCA] ¼ 1.0 mM and t > 300 min (A), only DCFH2-
mM (B), the second phase of the reaction started at t z 200 min. For b
specificity constant (kcat/KM) was determined showing a higher value for
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curve tting under the assumption that [S] � KM (Michaelis–
Menten kinetics, S being DCFH2-DA or DCFH2-MA, kcat the
catalytic constant and KM the Michaelis constant). As already
recognisable by eye, the catalytic efficiency is higher for the BCA
catalysed hydrolysis of DCFH2-DA (z0.020 mM�1 min�1) than
for the one of DCFH2-MA (z0.001 mM�1 min�1). For more
details about the determination of kcat/KM see the ESI, Table S-
2.† The behaviour shown in Fig. 3 is very similar to what has
been reported for the enzymatic hydrolysis of uorescein diac-
etate and uorescein di-b-D-galactopyranoside.65,66

3.1.3. Hydrolysis of DCF-DA catalysed by BCA. Using DCF-
DA (Fig. S-2, ESI†) – the oxidised form of DCFH2-DA – as
substrate of BCA, the absorption spectrum of DCF-MA could be
determined through manual tting in the same way as in the
case of DCFH2-MA (see above). The spectrum is shown in
Fig. 2B. The reaction which allowed determining the absorption
spectrum of DCF-MA was carried out with 20 mM DCF-DA and
1.0 mM BCA in PB (pH ¼ 7.2, 1 vol% DMSO) at T ¼ 25 �C. Since
there are two cleavable carboxylic acid ester bonds in DCF-DA,
DCF-MA occurs as reaction intermediate, with DCF as nal
product. The changes in the absorption spectrum recorded
during the reaction are shown in Fig. S-19, ESI.† Since DCF-DA
has low solubility in aqueous solution, even in the presence of
1 vol% DMSO, the reaction mixture at the start of the reaction
was slightly turbid. However, the turbidity disappeared upon
partial or complete DCF-DA hydrolysis. For a precise analysis of
the reaction and for determining the absorption spectrum of
DCF-MA by manual tting, only the second phase of the reac-
tion, starting at t z 175 min, was analysed, where turbidity did
not exist anymore (increased water solubility of DCF-MA and
DCF). The isosbestic points characterising the DCF-MA/DCF
couple were found to be at liso¼ 284, 340, and 460 nm (Table 1).
Most precise and reliable were measurements of A460, which
allowed determining the total concentration of [DCF-MA] +
[DCF]. [DCF-MA] + [DCF] remained constant during the entire
second phase of the reaction (only DCF-MA and DCF were
-DA (50 mM, 1 vol% DMSO) in PB (10 mM sodium phosphate buffer
. The determination of the time-dependent decrease of [DCFH2-DA] at

2-MA] and increase of [DCFH2] in the second phase of the reaction was
and S-14, ESI,† and the absorption spectra of DCFH2-DA, DCFH2-MA,
MA and DCFH2 existed (second phase of the reaction). For [BCA] ¼ 2.0
oth reactions, [DCF] (t ¼ 15 h) < 0.2 mM. For both hydrolysis steps the
the initial hydrolysis of DCFH2-DA to DCFH2-MA (see Table S-2, ESI†).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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present). A careful analysis of the spectra between l ¼ 400 and
600 nm showed that for l > 510 nm only DCF and DCFox absorb
light (Fig. S-19D, ESI†). Since DCFox did not form in this reac-
tion, the concentration of DCF during the second phase of the
reaction could be quantied at any time point, and with this
also the concentration as well as the absorption spectrum of the
intermediate DCF-MA (Fig. 2B).

As for DCFH2-DA and DCFH2-MA (see Section 3.1.2.), from
the BCA-catalysed decrease of [DCF-MA], the kinetic efficiency
(kcat/KM) was determined. It wasz0.004 mM�1 min�1, i.e., about
four times higher than the one for its reduced analogue (z0.001
mM�1 min�1 for DCFH2-MA) but still around 5-times lower than
the one for DCFH2-DA (z0.020 mM�1 min�1). For more infor-
mation about the determination of kcat/KM, see the ESI, Table S-
2.† As for the hydrolysis of the reduced form (DCFH2-DA, see
above), the behaviour for DCF-DA shown in Fig. S-19C (ESI†) is
very similar to what has been reported for the enzymatic
hydrolysis of uorescein diacetate and uorescein di-b-D-
galactopyranoside.65,66

3.1.4. Oxidation of DCFH2 catalysed by HRP and H2O2.
Non-enzymatically prepared DCFH2 was incubated with HRP
and H2O2 in PB (pH ¼ 7.2) at T ¼ 25 �C in two different types of
experiments (Fig. S-20, ESI†).

In the rst experiment, 50 mM DCFH2 were incubated with 0.5
mM HRP and 9 mM H2O2 altogether and the change of the
absorption spectrum was recorded at t ¼ 2, 4, and 15 min aer
preparing the reaction mixture (Fig. S-20A, ESI†). The conditions
were [DCFH2]0 > 2$[H2O2]0, which resulted in a rapid oxidation of
a fraction of the initially present DCFH2 into DCF (18 mM).
Formation of 18 mM DCF with 9 mM H2O2 and 0.5 mM HRP is in
agreement with what one expects from the oxidation step Oxi_1 of
Scheme 1 (formation of two DCFHc intermediates for each H2O2

molecule via step Oxi_10, with subsequent non-enzymatic oxida-
tion of DCFHc to DCF with O2 via step Oxi_100). Under the condi-
tions of the experiments ([HRP] ¼ 0.5 mM) there was no proof for
obtainingH2O2 from the formed superoxide radical anion (O2c

�) in
step Oxi_100. It may well be that O2c

� reacted with some of the
functional groups present in HRP67–69 or it reacted with water to
form hydroperoxyl radicals and hydroxide ions
ðO2

�� þH2O/HO�
2 þHO�; pKaðHO2Þz 4:8Þ.67

In the second experiment, 10 mM DCFH2 were rst added
stepwise (over 4 min) to 0.5 mM HRP and 9 mM H2O2, and the
change of the absorption spectrum was measured until a stable
spectrum was reached (aer t¼ 8 min, see Fig. S-20B, ESI†). The
conditions were [DCFH2]0 < 2$[H2O2]0 until t ¼ 8 min. Aer t ¼
15 min, additional 40 mM DCFH2 were added to the reaction
mixture, without any signicant change of the absorption
spectrum between l¼ 330 and 600 nm. This indicates that there
was no H2O2 le that could activate HRP for oxidising the newly
added DCFH2.70 All H2O2 molecules were used up during the
rst 8 min, resulting in a partial overoxidation of DCF (step
Oxy_3 in Scheme 1), i.e., formation of DCFox with a decreased
absorption intensity at l ¼ 503 nm and a characteristic absor-
bance increase between lz 530 and 540 nm (see above, Section
3.1.1.). H2O2 may also be oxidized to O2 and H2O via the cata-
latic cycle of HRP (see 3.1.1.).62,63 In this second experiment, A503
remained much lower than in the case of the rst experiment
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
(A503 ¼ 0.61 vs. A503 ¼ 1.83), despite the nal concentrations of
all added reacting molecules and HRP were the same for both
reactions (Fig. S-20, ESI†). This clearly shows that irreversible
DCF overoxidation is expected to occur in the presence of HRP
only if (transient) conditions exist at which H2O2 is in excess
over DCFH2 (conditions of the second experiment).71 Besides
DCF overoxidation, catalatic H2O2 decomposition occurred
under our conditions in a similar time scale (see Fig. S-9, ESI†).

An important conclusion drawn from the two experiments is
that the consumption of H2O2 in the presence of HRP and
DCFH2 is due to a competition between (i) DCFH2 oxidation
(resulting in DCF formation), (ii) DCF overoxidation, and (iii)
catalatic H2O2 decomposition. The individual contributions by
these competitive reactions depend in a complex manner on the
concentrations of DCFH2, H2O2, and HRP.

3.1.5. UV/vis absorption spectra of all components of the
cascade reaction. The UV/vis absorption spectra of all compo-
nents of the cascade reaction, dissolved in PB at pH ¼ 7.2 and T
¼ 25 �C, are shown in Fig. S-6, ESI,† and Fig. 2, as obtained by
either recording the corresponding spectra of those compo-
nents that were commercially available in high purity (BCA,
HRP, DCFH2-DA, DCF, H2O2) or non-enzymatically synthesised
(DCFH2). The spectra of DCFH2-MA and DCF-MA were deter-
mined by manual tting. For each component, the wavelength
dependence of the molar absorption is given in Table S-1, ESI,†
with important isosbestic points summarised in Table 1. Some
of the key conclusions from Fig. 2 that are relevant for under-
standing the cascade reaction (Section 3.1.6.) are the following.
(i) The most useful wavelength region for a quantitative analysis
of the oxidised species in the reaction mixtures is between l ¼
330 and 550 nm; (ii) for l > 330 nm there is no absorption from
reduced species (DCFH2-DA, DCFH2-MA, or DCFH2); (iii)
absorption at l ¼ 550 nm originates from DCFox only; (iv)
absorption at l ¼ 503 nm originates mainly from DCF and
DCFox (contribution from DCF-MA is negligible); and (v) in the
absence of overoxidation (no DCFox formation), A460 is propor-
tional to [DCF-MA] + [DCF].

3.1.6. Cascade reaction run under different initial condi-
tions. The cascade reaction was investigated in PB (1 vol%
DMSO, pH ¼ 7.2) at T ¼ 25 �C for different initial conditions. In
all cases, DCFH2-DA, HRP, BCA, and H2O2 were mixed at the
beginning of the reaction. Moreover, the initial concentration of
DCFH2-DA ([DCFH2-DA]0 ¼ 50 mM) was kept constant for all
measurements, with variations of [BCA], [HRP], or [H2O2]0. UV/
vis absorption spectra were recorded at predetermined time
intervals between l ¼ 240 and 600 nm for a total reaction time
of 15 h (900 min). In the following, the obtained results will be
presented by (i) rst focussing on spectral changes caused by
variation of the initial concentration of one of the starting
components of the cascade reaction (as shown in Fig. 4–8).
Then, (ii) resulting trends are summarised and discussed
regarding kinetic reaction course (pathways), product distribu-
tion at reaction equilibrium, and quantitative analysis of the
cascade reaction.

(i) Obtained results based on analysing spectral changes.
Cascade reaction 1 with [DCFH2-DA]0 ¼ 50 mM, [BCA] ¼ 1.0

mM, [HRP] ¼ 0.5 mM, and [H2O2]0 ¼ 9 mM. This reaction was
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18655–18676 | 18665



Fig. 4 Cascade reaction 1 (in bulk solution) with [DCFH2-DA]0 ¼ 50 mM, [BCA] ¼ 1.0 mM, [HRP] ¼ 0.5 mM, and [H2O2]0 ¼ 9 mM, PB (pH ¼ 7.2),
1 vol% DMSO, T ¼ 25 �C. (A) Changes in the UV/vis absorption spectrum, recorded every 5 min for 15 h. Besides the growing peak at l ¼ 503 nm
(mainly originating from DCF), liso (DCF-MA/DCF) at 340 and 460 nm can easily be seen (formed after tz 5 min). (B) Changes of A260, A287, A370,
A460, and A503 during the reaction, up to t¼ 15 h (inset: zoom-in for the first 50min). After t¼ 5min (dashed vertical line), most of the addedH2O2

was consumed, disabling any further HRP-catalysed oxidation reactions. Therefore, only BCA-catalysed hydrolysis reactions could take place.
Hydrolysis ofDCF-MA toDCF is evident in the region of the spectrum in which the reduced species do not absorb (l¼ 330–600 nm): increase of
A503, decrease of A370 (DCF-MA), with a stable value of A460. DCFox only formed within the first 5 min (presumably with concomitant HRP-
catalysed catalatic H2O2 decomposition, see Fig. S-9, ESI†). (C) Comparison of the spectrummeasured after t ¼ 15 h (black line) with the sum of
the spectra obtained by fitting (red line). The fitted concentrations of the individual species present in the reactionmixture after t¼ 15 h are given
in Table S-3.† [BCA] ¼ 1.0 mM; [HRP] ¼ 0.5 mM; [DCFH2-DA] ¼ 0 mM; [DCFH2-MA] ¼ 9.5 mM; [DCFH2] ¼ 30.9 mM; [DCF-MA] ¼ 0 mM; [DCF] ¼ 7.6
mM; [DCFox] ¼ 1.0 mM.
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considered as “standard reaction” in bulk solution. All further
reactions were systematic deviations for this standard reaction,
whereby only the concentration of one of the four components
was changed at a time. The progress of the standard reaction is
shown in Fig. 4A and B. Clear changes in the spectrum with
increasing reaction time were (i) a decrease in A260 and an
increase in A287 (originating from the hydrolysis of DCFH2-DA);
and (ii) the appearance of a band at lmax ¼ 503 nm (originating
predominantly from the formation of DCF and only to a small
extent from DCFox, the latter if oxidation of DCF occurred). A460,
the absorbance measured at liso (DCF-MA/DCF), increased
during the rst 5 min and then remained almost constant. This
indicates that aer t ¼ 5 min, [DCF-MA] + [DCF] (+[DCFox])
remained practically unchanged. At t z 5 min, DCFH2-DA was
still being hydrolysed but no oxidation reaction was observed
anymore. This indicates complete consumption of H2O2 within
the rst 5 min. The increase in A503 for t > 5 min reects the
formation ofDCF at the expenses ofDCF-MA.72 Aer t¼ 15 h, no
18666 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18655–18676
signicant amounts of DCF-MA anymore, but small quantities
of DCFox were observed (see below).

The spectrum measured aer t ¼ 15 h is shown in Fig. 4C
and was tted with the reference spectra shown in Fig. S-6, ESI,†
and Fig. 2, by taking into account information from isosbestic
points (liso, see Table 1) and characteristic absorptions (e.g. A503
for DCF or A550 for DCFox): [DCFH2-DA] ¼ 0 mM, [DCFH2-MA] ¼
11.5 mM, [DCFH2]¼ 30.9 mM, [DCF-MA]¼ 0 mM, [DCF]¼ 7.6 mM,
and [DCFox] ¼ 1.0 mM, see Table S-3, ESI.† Such compound
concentration determinations were also made for the following
cascade reactions 2–4 (see Table S-3, ESI†).

Cascade reactions 2 with [DCFH2-DA]0 ¼ 50 mM, [HRP] ¼ 0.5
mM, [H2O2]0 ¼ 9 mM, and [BCA] ¼ 0–3.0 mM. In Fig. 5, the time-
dependent changes in A503 and A460 are shown for the cascade
reaction with the different BCA concentrations used (0, 0.5, 1.0,
2.0, and 3.0 mM). There are two main observations. First, the
higher the BCA concentration was, the faster was the increase in
A503 and the higher was A503 aer t ¼ 15 h. However, A503 (t¼ 15
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 5 Cascade reaction 2 (in bulk solution) with [DCFH2-DA]0 ¼ 50 mM, [HRP] ¼ 0.5 mM, [H2O2]0 ¼ 9 mM, and [BCA] ¼ 0–3.0 mM, PB (pH ¼ 7.2),
1 vol% DMSO, T¼ 25 �C. (A) Changes of A503 with time up to t¼ 15 h. (B) Changes of A460 with time for the first 50min. After an initial increasewith
time, A460 did not change anymore after a few minutes. This indicates that all oxidation reactions completed within the first few minutes. The
continued increase in A503 was due to hydrolysis of DCF-MA to DCF. In (A), the approximate concentration of DCF after t ¼ 15 h is given on the
right hand side (on the simple basis of A503, ignoring the much smaller contribution of DCFox to A503), see Table S-3 (ESI†) for the more elaborate
concentrations of all the different species in the reaction mixture, as obtained by spectral fitting.

Fig. 6 Cascade reactions 3 (in bulk solution) with [DCFH2-DA]0 ¼ 50 mM, [BCA] ¼ 1.0 mM, [HRP] ¼ 0.5 mM, and [H2O2]0 ¼ 0–180 mM, PB (pH ¼
7.2), 1 vol% DMSO, T¼ 25 �C. (A) Changes of A503 with time up to t¼ 15 h. (B) Changes of A460 with time for the first 50min. With the exception of
[H2O2]0¼ 180 mM, after an initial increasewith time, A460 did not change anymore after a fewminutes (all added H2O2 reacted). This indicates that
in these cases, all oxidation reactions completed within the first few minutes. (C) Zoom-in for data obtained for [H2O2]0 ¼ 180 mM for up to t ¼
160 min. The observed change of A503 during the first 50 min appears strange, but can be explained by fast oxidation of DCF to DCFox (see text).
Although such overoxidation leads to a decrease in A460, the observed increase in A460 indicatesDCF-MAwas still formed during this time period.
Moreover, oxidation reactions with [H2O2]0 ¼ 180 mM occurred beyond 50 min, reaching a stable value of A460 only after t z 200 min (not
shown). For all H2O2 concentrations, the initial rate of DCF-MA/DCF formation (dA460/dt) was the same. The continued increase in A503 was due
to hydrolysis ofDCF-MA toDCF. In (A), the approximate concentration ofDCF after t¼ 15 h is given on the right hand side (on the simple basis of
A503, ignoring the much smaller contribution of DCFox to A503), see Table S-3 (ESI†) for the more elaborate concentrations of all the different
species in the reaction mixture, as obtained by spectral fitting.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18655–18676 | 18667
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h) did not correlate linearly with [BCA] (Fig. 5A). The time-
dependent change of A460 shows that for all cases, the oxida-
tion reactions were completed aer a few minutes, aer which
a stable value of A460 was reached (Fig. 5B), while A503 still
continued to increase (Fig. 5A). Second, the higher the BCA
concentration was, the higher [DCF-MA] + [DCF], i.e., higher
values of A460 were obtained (Fig. 5B). With this, the higher the
BCA concentration was, the lower the amount of overoxidised
products (DCFox) formed, see Table S-3, ESI.† The BCA-catalysed
hydrolysis reactions clearly were rate limiting. During the
second phase of the reaction, aer A460 was constant, only
hydrolysis of DCF-MA to DCF took place (liso (DCF-MA/DCF) ¼
460 nm, Table 1). For the compound concentrations at t ¼ 15 h,
see Table S-3, ESI.†

Cascade reactions 3 with [DCFH2-DA]0 ¼ 50 mM, [BCA] ¼ 1.0
mM, [HRP] ¼ 0.5 mM, [H2O2]0 ¼ 0–180 mM. The effect of varying
the initial H2O2 concentration on the cascade reaction is shown
in Fig. 6, illustrated by plotting A503 (Fig. 6A) and A460 (Fig. 6B)
vs. reaction time for [H2O2]0 ¼ 4.5, 9.0, 18, 27 and 180 mM
(arbitrarily chosen). Interestingly, the initial rate of increase of
A460 was the same for all [H2O2]0 $ 9.0 mM – and it was probably
also the same for [H2O2]0 ¼ 4.5 mM, although we do not have
spectral data for t < 5 min, i.e., for the very early phase of the
reaction. Aer t ¼ 50 min or less, depending on [H2O2]0, A460
remained constant, while A503 continued to increase. This
shows again that all oxidation reactions were completed during
the initial phase of the reaction, resulting in a complete
consumption of the initially added H2O2. The changes that
occurred aer this initial phase were due to hydrolysis of DCF-
MA to DCF (Hyd_3 in Scheme 2). Worth noting is the case of
[H2O2]0 ¼ 180 mM (Fig. 6C). Aer an initial increase of A503 with
reaction time, A503 started to slightly decrease at t ¼ 40–50 min
before it increased again. This behaviour was due to the over-
oxidation of DCF (formation of DCFox) between t ¼ 40 and
50 min (which is pronounced for such high H2O2 concentration
Fig. 7 Cascade reaction 4 (in bulk solution) with [DCFH2-DA]0 ¼ 50 mM,
1 vol% DMSO, T ¼ 25 �C. Changes of A503 (A) and A460 (B) with time for up
mM, all oxidation reactions (see Scheme 2) were finished during the first fe
as indicated by the slow increase in A460 with time (slow consumption o
HRP being rate limiting presumably also suppressed catalatic H2O2 decom
after t ¼ 15 h is given on the right hand side (calculated on the basis of A5

[HRP] was, themore negligible the extent of overoxidation was, and thus t
elaborate concentrations of all the different species in the reaction mixt
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(2 [H2O2]0 [ [DCFH2-DA]0)). The HRP/H2O2-catalysed forma-
tion of DCFox was faster than the DCF formation in that period.
Since A460 was still increasing, DCF-MA was still being formed.
For the compound concentrations at t ¼ 15 h, see Table S-3,
ESI.†

Cascade reactions 4 with [DCFH2-DA]0 ¼ 50 mM, [BCA] ¼ 1.0
mM, [H2O2]0 ¼ 9 mM, [HRP] ¼ 0–1.50 mM. For this series of
cascade reactions with variation of the HRP concentration, from
as low as 2.5 nM to as high as 1.5 mM, a seemingly strange
behaviour is observed if A503 is plotted vs. reaction time
(Fig. 7A). However, the situation becomes clear if instead of A503,
the absorbance at liso (DCF-MA/DCF), A460, is considered
(Fig. 7B).

For [HRP] ¼ 0.25–1.50 mM, all oxidation reactions were
completed within the rst few minutes (t < 20 min), aer which
A460 did not change anymore (Fig. 7B, inset). Analysis of dA460/dt
for the rst 5 min showed that the rate of [DCF-MA] + [DCF]
formation (slightly) decreased with increasing HRP concentra-
tion. As (for a high HRP concentration) BCA-catalysed DCFH2-
DA hydrolysis was the rate limiting step for DCF-MA/DCF
formation (see above reactions 2) and [H2O2] for the largest part
did not affect dA460/dt (see above reactions 3), using more HRP
did probably simply support DCF overoxidation and catalatic
H2O2 decomposition in this case.

For [HRP] ¼ 2.5–7.5 nM, the oxidation reactions were
completed aer much longer time than in the case of [HRP] ¼
0.25–1.50 mM: aer 450 min for [HRP] ¼ 7.5 nM, or aer
650 min for [HRP] ¼ 5.0 nM. In this case, the slow HRP/H2O2-
catalysed oxidation of DCFH2-MA and DCFH2 to DCF-MA and
DCF was rate limiting, thereby suppressing overoxidation;
dA460/dt was directly proportional to [HRP]. With the oxidation
being the rate limiting step, DCFH2-MA and DCFH2 formed
faster than they were further oxidised. For the compound
concentrations at t ¼ 15 h, see Table S-3, ESI.†
[BCA]¼ 1.0 mM, [H2O2]0 ¼ 9 mM, and [HRP]¼ 0–1.50 mM, PB (pH ¼ 7.2),
to t ¼ 15 h (inset: zoom-in for the first 50 min). For [HRP] ¼ 0.25–1.50
wminutes. For [HRP]¼ 2.5–7.5 nM, the oxidation reactions were slow,
f H2O2, suppressing overoxidation, i.e., prevention of DCFox formation.
position to a big extent). In (A), the approximate concentration of DCF

03, ignoring the much smaller contribution of DCFox to A503). The lower
hemore precise is the approximation. See Table S-3 (ESI)† for themore
ure, as obtained by spectral fitting.
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Fig. 8 Cascade reactions 5 (in bulk solution) with [DCFH2-DA]0 ¼ 50 mM, [BCA]¼ 1.0 mM, [HRP]¼ 10 nM, and [H2O2]0 ¼ 0–10 mM, PB (pH¼ 7.2),
1 vol% DMSO, T¼ 25 �C. (A) UV/vis spectrum of the reactionmixturesmeasured after t¼ 24 h. (B) A503 (t¼ 24 h) vs. [H2O2]0. The concentration of
DCF obtained after t¼ 24 h is shown on the right hand side. Spectral fitting showed thatDCFox did not form. Linear regression for the data points
for [H2O2]0 ¼ 0–10 mM is shown (coefficient of determination, R2 ¼ 0.99969).
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Cascade reactions 5 with [DCFH2-DA]0 ¼ 50 mM, [BCA] ¼ 1.0
mM, [HRP] ¼ 10 nM, [H2O2]0 ¼ 0–10 mM. The conditions for this
last series of measurements in bulk solution were chosen on the
basis of our analysis of cascade reactions 1–4 (Fig. 4–7 and ESI,
Section 14†). With the analysis carried out so far, it became clear
how the initial bulk reaction conditions must be chosen for
obtaining, for example, a linear correlation between [H2O2]0 and
A503 for reaction times at which reaction equilibrium is
approached (t z 24 h): the HRP-catalysed oxidation reactions
must be rate limiting but still fast enough so that reaction
equilibrium is reached within 24 h. The results of the experi-
ments run under such conditions are shown in Fig. 8. A503
correlates linearly with [H2O2]0, although for all initial H2O2

concentrations, the H2O2 conversion in terms of DCF formation
was about 80%. Since no DCFox formed under these conditions
(veried by spectral tting), the 20% H2O2 conversion missing
were most likely due to the catalatic activity of HRP.62,63

(ii) Summary and discussion of observed trends upon vari-
ation of initial concentrations.

The most signicant changes in the cascade reaction were
observed upon varying [HRP], while keeping the concentrations
of the other reaction components constant ([DCFH2-DA]0 ¼ 50
mM, [BCA] ¼ 1 mM, [H2O2]0 ¼ 9 mM, see Fig. 7B). Adding HRP at
comparatively low ([HRP] ¼ 2.5–7.5 nM) or high concentration
([HRP] ¼ 0.25–1.50 mM) determined whether the oxidation
(Oxi_1 and Oxi_2, Scheme 2) or the hydrolysis (Hyd_1) was rate
limiting for the combined formation of DCF + DCF-MA. In the
following discussion, the rate of the combined formation of the
oxidized species DCF + DCF-MA (directly proportional to dA460/
dt) will be considered and not the rate of DCF formation only
(proportional to dA503/dt). The continuous hydrolysis of DCF-
MA (Hyd_3) turned out to stably yield DCF over time.

Under conditions at which oxidation was rate limiting for the
combined formation of DCF + DCF-MA. Under these conditions,
dA460/dt was linearly dependent on [HRP]. Overoxidation (DCFox
formation) was suppressed while catalatic H2O2 decomposition
was minimized (see Section 3.1.4.). The suppression of these
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
H2O2 consuming side reactions allowed for a DCF formation
linearly depending on [H2O2]0 (see Fig. 8).

Under conditions at which hydrolysis was rate limiting for the
combined formation of DCF + DCF-MA. Under conditions at
which hydrolysis was rate limiting for the combined formation
of DCF + DCF-MA, dA460/dt did not increase with increasing
[HRP] (or [H2O2]0, see Fig. 6B). Therefore, [HRP] and [H2O2]0
were considered to be in “in excess” under these conditions.
Thus, the initial hydrolysis of DCFH2-DA (Hyd_1) was rate
limiting. With [HRP] and [H2O2]0 being “in excess”, DCFox
formation and catalatic H2O2 decomposition gained signicant
contribution. Thereby, the formation of DCF was not linearly
dependent on [H2O2]0 anymore (see Table S-3, ESI†).

Regarding the two reaction pathways (Scheme 2). Although
a complete absence of one reaction pathway could never be
observed, one of them dominated, depending on whether
oxidation or hydrolysis was rate limiting for the combined
formation of DCF + DCF-MA (dA460/dt). For conditions with rate
limiting hydrolysis, pathway 2 was predominant. Since the
oxidation of DCFH2-MA (Oxi_2) was much faster than its
hydrolysis (Hyd_2) under these conditions, the concentration of
DCFH2 remained very low until most H2O2 was consumed. For
conditions with rate limiting oxidation, the situation was more
complex. Under these conditions, pathway 2 was predominant
only at the beginning of the reaction, where [DCFH2-MA] [
[DCFH2] (see Fig. 3). Pathway 1 was gaining increasing contri-
bution over time, as [DCFH2] continuously increased. Interest-
ingly, the ratio of DCF formed via pathway 1 to DCF formed via
pathway 2 increased much faster with time than the ratio of the
concentrations of DCFH2 to DCFH2-MA. This indicated that
Oxi_1 > Oxi_2 (given the same [HRP] and [H2O2]0). This relation
could be conrmed, even for [DCFH2] being one order of
magnitude lower than [DCFH2-MA] (see Scheme S-1, ESI†). As
pathway 2 was predominant at the beginning of the reaction but
pathway 1 became predominant relatively quickly, the reaction
time determined which of the two pathways dominated. Over-
all, the experimental data fully conrm what one expects from
Scheme 2: the higher the ratio of BCA to HRP, the higher the
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18655–18676 | 18669
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contribution from pathway 1; and the lower the reaction time,
the higher the contribution from pathway 2 (see ESI Section 15
with Fig. S-21 and Scheme S-1†).

Regarding quantitative analysis of the cascade reaction. From
all conditions under which the cascade reaction was investi-
gated (cascade reactions 1–5), it became clear that the analysis
of the cascade reaction was much more straightforward when
the oxidation was rate limiting for the combined formation of
DCF + DCF-MA (dA460/dt), as complicating side reactions were
suppressed (overoxidation and catalatic H2O2 decomposition).
The determination of [DCF] + [DCF-MA] by measuring A460 (at
liso ¼ 460 nm) turned out to be most useful for fully under-
standing the complex changes of A503 occuring during the
reaction. Following the reaction by monitoring A503 only can be
puzzling. Similarly, great care should be taken if the reaction is
followed by uorescence spectroscopy only, since with this only
the formation of DCF is detected, without any quantitiative
information about remaining DCF-MA or formed DCFox. In that
case, wrong oxidation turnovers might be determined – even if
DCF was quantied correctly – and wrong interpretations
regarding e.g. catalyst activity or H2O2 concentration might be
the consequences.

Based on the gained in-depth understanding, the cascade
reaction using BCA and HRP was tunable to some extent (see
e.g. cascade reactions 5, Fig. 8). More important for this work,
however, the detailed analysis of the bulk solution reactions was
essential for analysing the same cascade reaction run with
immobilised BCA and HRP in a ow-through device, as dis-
cussed in the following sections.

3.2. Immobilisation of BCA and HRP in glass ber lters

The two enzymes BCA and HRP were immobilised in borosili-
cate glass ber lters with a methodology that has been elab-
orated before, see (Yoshimoto et al., 2018; Hou et al., 2019).52,59

The method is based on rst preparing and characterising
Fig. 9 Activity of de-PG21000-BAH152-BCA101 immobilised in a glass fib
denpol-BCA conjugate by using 250 mL of a conjugate solution (prepared
2.2 mM, seeMaterials andmethods and ESI (Section 5†). The filter was plac
(prepared in PB) was pumped through at room temperature at a flow rate
On the left vertical axes, A405 (originating from p-nitrophenolate) is plott
with immobilised denpol-BCA conjugate (filled orange circles) and for th
(filled black squares). (B) Net formation of p-nitrophenolate due to the
concentration of p-nitrophenol + p-nitrophenolate is shown on the righ
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covalent dendronised polymer (denpol)-enzyme conjugates in
bulk aqueous solution. Dened volumes of aqueous solutions
of such conjugates at dened enzyme concentrations were then
added to the glass ber lters and incubated for 1 h at room
temperature. Most efficient was the use of 50 mL solutions per
lter since the entire volume was taken up by the lter through
capillary forces. During the incubation, some of the conjugates
present in the solution adsorbed on the surface of the bers
through non-covalent interactions. Aer placement of the lters
containing the adsorbed conjugates inside a home-made lter
holder,52 excess conjugate which did not adsorb and small
amounts of free enzyme molecules that might still have been
present in the conjugate solution were removed by pumping
buffer solution through the lter holder device.

The dendronised polymer used for the preparation of the
conjugates was the same as in our previous work,52,59 abbrevi-
ated as de-PG21000 (Fig. 1). It was a deprotected (de) second
generation denpol with on average 1000 r.u. per polymer chain
and four peripheral amino groups per r.u. The enzyme mole-
cules were connected covalently (via accessible lysine residues)
to some of the amino groups along the denpol chains through
stable bis-aryl hydrazone (BAH) bonds as linker units. For the
work presented here, three conjugates were used, de-PG21000-
BAH207-BCA152, de-PG21000-BAH152-BCA101, and de-PG21000-
BAH86-HRP90. The subscripts indicate the average numbers of
de-PG2 r.u., BAH bonds, and enzyme molecules per de-PG2
chain, as determined experimentally, see Materials and
methods. In Fig. 1, the three conjugates are represented in
a simplied way by drawing the denpol as stiff cylinder and the
enzyme molecules as rigid spheres. Although the real situation
is different, the conjugates being exible structures,21 the
representation shows, however, that a packing of the enzyme
molecules along the denpol chain according to the experi-
mentally determined loading density (average number of
enzyme molecules per denpol chain) is spatially feasible and
er filter, measured with p-NA as substrate. The filter was loaded with
in PB, 10mM sodium phosphate buffer solution, pH¼ 7.2) with [BCA]¼
ed inside a filter holder device throughwhich a solution of 1.0mM p-NA
of 3 mL min�1, and the UV/vis spectrum of the outflow was measured.
ed vs. time for up to 180 min. (A) Raw data are shown for the reaction
e background reaction for a filter which did not contain the conjugate
presence of immobilised BCA (raw data minus background). The total
t vertical axes, see Materials and methods for details.
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that the achieved loading does not appear to be the maximal
loading theoretically possible.

The activities of the immobilised conjugates were rst
determined separately using p-NA (p-nitrophenyl acetate) or
ABTS2�/H2O2 as substrates for lters containing either immo-
bilised de-PG21000-BAH152-BCA101 or de-PG21000-BAH86-HRP90.
The results are shown in Fig. 9 (for the denpol-BCA conjugate)
and Fig. 10 (for the denpol-HRP conjugate). For both conju-
gates, aer an initial equilibration phase of a couple of minutes,
the concentrations of the monitored reaction products in the
outow were constant, without any indication of signicant
enzyme leakage from the lters. Since BCA is not very efficient
in catalysing the hydrolysis of p-NA, the ow rate in the exper-
iments with immobilised de-PG21000-BAH152-BCA101 (3
mL min�1) was much lower than the one for lters with immo-
bilised de-PG21000-BAH86-HRP90 (200 mL min�1).

The results obtained with the denpol-HRP conjugate showed
that stable immobilisation of HRP in glass ber lters is easily
possible, as in the case of the denpol-BCA conjugate.52

Furthermore, if an excess volume of the denpol-HRP solution
(250 mL) was added to a lter so that the maximum volume that
could be taken up by the lter (50 mL) was exceeded, the product
concentrations in the lter outow were very similar to the ones
obtained by loading with 50 mL. This indicates that efficient
enzyme loading can be achieved with a minimum volume of
conjugate (e.g. for the used amount: 50 mL � 0.5 mM ¼ 25 pmol
active HRP in conjugated form per lter, see Materials and
methods).
Fig. 10 Activity of de-PG21000-BAH86-HRP90 immobilised in a glass
fiber filter, measured with ABTS2�/H2O2 as substrates. The filter was
loaded with denpol-HRP conjugate by using either 50 (filled circles) or
250 mL (empty triangles) of the conjugate solution (prepared in 10 mM
sodium phosphate buffer, [NaCl] ¼ 0.15 M, pH ¼ 7.0) with [HRP] ¼ 0.5
mM, see Materials and methods. The filter was placed in a filter holder
device through which a solution of 1.0 mM ABTS2� and 0.2 mM H2O2

was pumped at room temperature at a flow rate of 200 mL min�1, and
the UV/vis spectrum of the outflow was measured. On the left axis,
A414 originating from ABTSc� is plotted vs. time up to 84 min. The
calculated concentration of ABTSc� in the outflow is given on the right
vertical axis. Data for glass fiber filters which did not contain the
conjugate (at a flow rate of 40 mLmin�1) are also shown (filled squares).
The scattering of the data around 50min (empty triangles) was caused
by an air bubble passing the filter holder.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
In addition to the immobilisation of the two enzymes in
separate lters, stable co-immobilisation of both enzymes in
one and the same lter was also shown to be equally simple by
incubation of 50 mL of an aqueous solution prepared from stock
solutions of both conjugates, see Materials and methods.
3.3. Cascade reaction of DCFH2-DA and H2O2 in a ow-
through device with BCA and HRP immobilised in glass ber
lters

The same cascade reaction, which we rst investigated in bulk
solution with dissolved, free BCA and HRP added at the
beginning of the reaction, was used for gaining information
about the performance of the two enzymes when they were
immobilised in glass ber lters and used in a ow-through
device. Different types of experiments were carried out, as
illustrated in Fig. 11. In all cases, the outow from the lters
was analysed by recording the absorption spectrum between l¼
240 and 600 nm. The spectral region in which only the oxidised
species absorb (l ¼ 330–600 nm) is shown in Fig. S-22, ESI.†

In Fig. 12, A503 vs. the time the substrate solution consisting
of DCFH2-DA (50 mM) and H2O2 (9 mM) in PB (pH ¼ 7.2) was
pumped through the lter holder device is shown for the
cascade reaction with both enzymes co-immobilised in the
same lter (① in Fig. 11, le hand side) and with sequentially
immobilised enzymes (① in Fig. 11, right hand side: BCA rst,
HRP second). The DCF concentration in the outow was
calculated by assuming insignicant DCFox formation (which
was shown to be a reasonable assumption, see below). For both
arrangements, two independent experiments were carried out,
see the legend of Fig. 12. The trend was in both sets of experi-
ments the same: A503 for the co-immobilised enzymes was about
50% higher than A503 for the sequentially immobilised
enzymes. This clearly indicates larger amounts of DCF formed
for the co-immobilised enzymes (z1.5 mM) as compared to the
sequentially immobilised enzymes (z0.9 mM). Analysis of the
UV/vis spectra of the outow between l ¼ 330 and 600 nm by
spectral tting, using the reference spectra shown in Fig. 2,
showed, however, that for both arrangements (co-immobilised
and sequentially immobilised) the total concentration [DCF] +
[DCF-MA] was the same, see Fig. 13 and S-23, ESI.† The only
difference was the ratio of the two products: 59% DCF with the
co-immobilised enzymes, 39% DCF with the sequentially
immobilised enzymes. In both cases, the “oxidation turnover”
was the same (z1.2–1.3 mMH2O2 out of the 9 mM present in the
substrate solution which was pumped through the lters were
“consumed” by the dichlorouorescein derivative), indicating
for both cases a similar amount of immobilized HRP. Moreover,
no proximity or channeling effects were effective due to a co-
immobilisation of the two enzymes, as this should speed up
the oxidation as second reaction step. Of course the oxidation
could theoretically only be speeded up by proximity or chan-
neling effects, if oxidation would be a rate limiting step. In both
cases (sequentially- and co-immobilized enzymes), no signi-
cant amounts of overoxidised products (no DCFox) were present
in the outow. Indeed, this identies the oxidation reaction as
a rate limiting step for the total amount ofDCF-MA +DCF (while
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18655–18676 | 18671



Fig. 11 Illustration of the two setups used for the cascade reaction in
a flow-through device consisting of glass fiber filters with immobilised
denpol-BCA conjugate (yellow) and denpol-HRP conjugate (green)
(①), and for the different control measurements carried out (②–⑤). All
filters were loaded with 50 mL of the corresponding denpol-enzyme
conjugate solutions or with 50 mL PB solution (pH ¼ 7.2, “empty”
filters). The enzyme concentrations in the conjugate solutions used for
loading the filters are given in parenthesis; all filters were placed in the
home-made filter holder52 and kept at room temperature; see Mate-
rials and methods.①: Cascade reaction with co-immobilised BCA and
HRP or with sequentially immobilised BCA (first) and HRP (second),
analysed by using a PB solution containing 50 mMDCFH2-DA and 9 mM
H2O2 as substrates.②: Control measurements with an “empty” filter or
with a filter containing immobilised BCA, using 1 mM p-NA in PB as
substrate. ③: Control measurements with an “empty” filter or with
a filter containing immobilised HRP, using 1 mM ABTS2� and 0.2 mM
H2O2 as substrates.④ Control measurements with an “empty” filter or
with a filter containing either immobilised BCA or HRP, using 50 mM
DCFH2-DA and 9 mM H2O2 as substrates. ⑤: Control measurements
with two “empty” filters or with two filters containing either co-
immobilised BCA and HRP or sequentially immobilised BCA (first) and
HRP (second), using 1 mM p-NA in PB as substrate.

Fig. 12 Cascade reaction in a flow-through device consisting of glass
fiber filters with immobilised de-PG21000-BAH207-BCA152 and de-
PG21000-BAH86-HRP90 (① in Fig. 11). The conjugates were immobi-
lised by adding to each filter a volume of 50 mL of the denpol-enzyme
conjugate solutions at the enzyme concentrations indicated in Fig. 11.
Filled blue symbols: data for co-immobilised denpol-enzyme conju-
gates (two independent immobilisations and analyses). Empty red
symbols: data for sequentially immobilised denpol-enzyme conju-
gates (denpol-BCA first, denpol-HRP second; two independent
immobilisations and analyses). The performance of the immobilised
enzymes was carried out by pumping a solution consisting of 50 mM
DCFH2-DA and 9 mM H2O2 in PB (pH ¼ 7.2) through the filter holder
device at 5 mLmin�1. The outflowwas collected in portions of 150 mL in
polypropylene tubes (collection for 30 min), followed by immediate
measurement of the UV/vis absorption spectrum (Fig. S-22, ESI†). A503

is plotted against the time the substrate solution was pumped through
the filters. Control measurements with either an “empty” filter, a filter
containing immobilised denpol-BCA only, or a filter containing
immobilised denpol-HRP only, were carried out according to ④ in
Fig. 11.
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the hydrolysis reaction, i.e. BCA, was limiting the relative
amount of DCF within the oxidised species DCF-MA + DCF).

Consequently, the reason for the difference in the amount of
DCF formed in the two setups is not a different oxidation
18672 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18655–18676
turnover (as already mentioned above), but a different extent of
hydrolysis within the total amount of oxidised compounds
(DCF-MA + DCF). This altered hydrolysis extent was caused by
the different arrangement of the two enzymes. In the sequential
immobilisation, BCA-catalysed hydrolysis reactions only take
place before oxidations, disabling Hyd_3 in Scheme 2. There-
fore, any compounds being oxidized according to pathway 2 will
ultimately end up as DCF-MA and thus, formation of DCF is
only possible via pathway 1 (Scheme 2). For the co-immobilised
enzymes, BCA-catalysed hydrolysis and HRP-catalysed oxidation
reactions are possible from the very beginning, allowing DCF
formation to proceed along pathway 1 and pathway 2 (Scheme
2). For the sequential setup, the molar ratio of nal DCF-MA to
nal DCF is predetermined by the molar ratio of DCFH2-MA to
DCFH2 (thus by Hyd_2) when leaving the rst lter containing
immobilised BCA.73 Since in the co-immobilised setup, hydro-
lysis is possible before and aer oxidation, the molar ratio of
nalDCF-MA to nalDCF is determined by both, Hyd_2 and the
more efficient Hyd_3 (Scheme 2). To sum up: the DCF to DCF-
MA ratio in the sequential immobilisation was lower as only the
less efficient hydrolysis of DCFH2-MA (Hyd_2) was determining
it since the more efficient hydrolysis of DCF-MA (Hyd_3) was
disabled. In contrast, for co-immobilised enzymes this ratio was
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 13 UV/vis absorption spectra between l¼ 330 and 600 nm of the
outflow from the filter holder device for cascade reactions① in Fig. 11
for co-immobilised (blue) and sequentially immobilised conjugates
(red), collected between t ¼ 150 and 180min (“exp. 2”, blue filled circle
and red empty circle at t ¼ 180 min in Fig. 12). The measured and fitted
spectra are shown with the total concentrations of DCF-MA and DCF
and the relative amounts of DCF-MA and DCF present in the outflow.
The spectra fitting was done as described for the analysis of the
reaction run in bulk solution (see caption of Table S-3, ESI†).
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determined by both hydrolysis reactions (both at the same time,
as for simultaneously present enzymes in bulk solution). The
extent of oxidation ([DCF] + [DCF-MA]), however, was the same
in both setups.

The results of the control measurements ④ illustrated in
Fig. 11 are shown in Fig. 12: A503 in the outow remained low, as
expected from the Controls 1, 2, and 4 made in bulk solution,
see Fig. S-10, S-11, and S-14, ESI.†
Fig. 14 Activity of de-PG21000-BAH207-BCA152 immobilised in glass fib
PG21000-BAH86-HRP90 (blue symbols, two filters, co-immobilised) or
symbols, two filters, sequentially immobilised), measured with p-NA as su
adding to each filter a volume of 50 mL of the denpol-enzyme conjugate s
NA prepared in PB (pH¼ 7.2) was pumped through the filter device at 3 mL
fromwhich the total concentrations of p-nitrophenolate + p-nitrophenol
background measurements with two “empty” filters are also shown (no
nitrophenolate and calculated total concentration of p-nitrophenolate
ground). For both setups, the same outflow resulted, indicating identica

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
As mentioned, different DCF to DCF-MA molar ratios in the
outows were observed for the two different setups (co-
immobilised and sequentially immobilized enzymes). Besides
from different enzyme arrangements, the extent of hydrolysis is
also dependent on the amount of immobilised BCA. In order to
prove that the differences in the DCF to DCF-MA ratio for the
two setups originated from a disabled hydrolysis of DCF-MA in
the case of the sequentially immobilised enzymes and not from
different amounts of immobilised BCA, control measurements
⑤ of Fig. 11 were carried out. BCA and HRP were again
immobilised in glass ber lters in the two different setups and
placed in the lter holder. A 1 mM p-NA solution in PB (pH ¼
7.2) was then pumped through the two devices at the same ow
rate and the outow was analysed by measuring A405 (indicative
for the formation of p-nitrophenolate) see Fig. 14. The two
measurements gave identical A405 vs. time proles, indicating
that in both setups, the same amounts of active BCA were
immobilised.

4. Conclusions

The enzymatic conversion of DCFH2-DA into DCF, catalysed by
BCA and HRP/H2O2, is a complex example of a two-enzyme
cascade reaction. It is complex because two reaction pathways
exist, involving ve different reactions steps (Scheme 2). More-
over, under certain conditions the nal product, DCF, may be
further oxidised to DCFox (Scheme 1). Nevertheless, the reaction
turned out to be an interesting model reaction that could be
tuned and analysed in bulk solution by simple time-dependent
UV/vis absorption measurements. The determination of the
spectra of all components of the reaction (Fig. 2 and S-6, ESI†)
and of the molar absorption coefficients of isosbestic points
(Table 1) was crucial for understanding the changes in the
absorption spectrum of the reaction mixture during the
er filters placed in a flow-through device, either together with de-
sequentially with de-PG21000-BAH86-HRP90 in the second filter (red
bstrate (experiments⑤ in Fig. 11). The conjugates were immobilised by
olutions at the concentrations indicated in Fig. 11. A solution of 1 mM p-
min�1. The outflowwas analysed by measuring A405 (left vertical axes),
was calculated (right vertical axes), see Materials andmethods. Data for
n-enzymatic p-NA hydrolysis). (A) Raw data. (B) Net formation of p-
+ p-nitrophenol, due to the presence of BCA (raw data minus back-
l BCA activity, i.e. identical denpol-BCA conjugate loading.
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reaction. This detailed analysis in bulk solution was then the
basis for analysing the outow from a ow-through device
containing glass ber lters with immobilised BCA and HRP.
Although the arrangement with co-immobilised BCA and HRP
resulted in a higher yield of DCF as compared to sequentially
immobilised enzymes (BCA rst, HRP second), this higher yield
was not due to a proximity effect. It is simply a consequence of
the fact that the transformation of DCFH2-DA into DCF can
occur via two possible pathways (Scheme 2). One pathway
becomes “interrupted” halfway in the sequential arrangement
(no hydrolysis aer oxidation possible anymore, disabling one
hydrolysis step), while both of them are still fully available for
DCF formation when using co-immobilised enzymes (as for
simultaneously added enzymes in bulk solution). Through
which of the two pathways the reaction can proceed to the nal
product (DCF) thus depends on the arrangement of the
enzymes. Through which of the two pathways the reaction will
proceed to what extent depends on the amounts, i.e., the
activities of the enzymes as well as the reaction time (the lower
the HRP to BCA ratio, the higher the contribution from pathway
1; and the lower the reaction time, the higher the contribution
from pathway 2, see Scheme 2).

Concerning the methodology used for the immobilisation of
the two enzymes in glass ber lters, the previously developed
protocol for BCA52 was slightly modied in terms of the amount
of denpol-BCA conjugate solution added to the lter (actual
immobilisation step via simple conjugate adsorption from
aqueous solution) and in terms of the washing procedure. For
HRP, stable immobilisation in the lters was successful
following the procedure previously elaborated for immobilising
the enzyme inside mesoporous silicate monoliths.59 Simple co-
immobilisation was possible by solely mixing two different
enzyme conjugate solutions in dened amounts before incu-
bation in one and the same lter (showing similar activities as
for individual immobilisations with the same stock solutions,
see Fig. 14). This study conrms that the enzyme immobilisa-
tion methodology which we are being developing since a few
years21,58,59,74,75 is a valuable alternative to the more conventional
methods.2,76–78
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